
Annotation Settings 

WHAT ARE ANNOTATIONS?  

Annotations are visual additions to an image such as highlighting, redacting, hyperlinking etc. 

These annotations do not actually modify the original image but are stored in the database as part 

of the document record. Before you can create an annotation, you must choose the type (or 

mode) of annotation you would like to create. The various Annotation modes available are 

explained in greater detail below.  

First, you must change the mode of the Viewer. Until you switch to an annotation mode, you are 

working in Normal Mode. The majority of the time you spend working with and viewing 

images in DocuMatrix is spent in Normal Mode. To switch modes, use the Actions | Viewer 

Mode menu, or the appropriate icon from the Image Viewer toolbar. 

   

See the topic entitled Searching Annotations for instructions on finding documents in the 

database that have annotations. 

  

SETTING ANNOTATION DEFAULTS  

You can alter the defaults of your Annotation settings via the Annotation Settings interface 

available in the Viewer menu. Ideally, you should think about how you will be using the 

Annotation tools, and then set the defaults for the various annotation modes to match your 

preferences. Once you have changed your settings using this interface, they will remain in effect 

until you change them again. Remember, these settings will apply to all annotations you create 

going forward. You can alter individual annotations at any time without changing these default 

settings, as outlined in the various ”Working With ...” sections that apply to the type of 

annotation you wish to change.  

The Annotation Settings interface can be accessed in one of two ways:  
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From the Actions menu, choose Annotations | Annotation Settings  

OR  

Right click in the Viewer and select Annotation Settings from the menu displayed.  

While most of the available settings are fairly intuitive, following is a brief discussion of the 

available options.  

General Settings  

 

If you wish to Automatically save updated annotations, place a check in the box just to the left 

of this option. Automatically saving annotations is useful when you want to close images or 

move from image to image without being prompted to save your annotations. Remove the check 

mark if you would like DocuMatrix to ask you to confirm your changes before closing images or 

moving to another image.  

If you wish to Remain in the selected mode after creating an annotation, place a check in the 

box to the left of this option. Remaining in selected mode is useful if you will be placing several 

of the same type of annotations in the same session. For example, if you are using this option and 

you are in the process of highlighting, you will remain in Highlight Mode until you hit the 

Escape key or select another mode from the Viewer menu. If Remain in the selected mode 

after creating an annotation is not checked, you will automatically exit out of Highlighting 

Mode and return to Normal Mode once you have created the first Highlight.  

In the area entitled Confirm when deleting annotations created by, you can set an option for 

the program to confirm any deletion of annotations. Setting the program to ask for confirmation 



is a good way to get a warning that you are about to delete an annotation and offers you the 

opportunity to cancel the action. Select your preferred action as outlined below:  

When only Myself is checked, the program will ask you to confirm every time you delete an 

annotation that you created.  

When only Others is checked, the program will ask you to confirm every time you delete an 

annotation created by another user  

When both Myself and Others are selected, the program will ask you to confirm every time you 

delete ANY annotation  

When neither Myself nor Others is checked, the program will execute your deletions 

WITHOUT asking for confirmation. Obviously, this is the most dangerous setting because it 

requires the user to pay strict attention to their desired intent vs the action taken.  

Settings for Redacting  

 

To change the text that will appear in each redaction box you create, type the text into the 

Caption box  

The Show Border option will either place or remove a border around the redacted area. If the 

box is not checked, the redaction text will not have a border around it.  

The Transparent option will display the section of the image under the redaction as a gray 

shaded area. This option is for image display only and does not affect printing. 



Click OK to accept and implement your settings  

SAVING ANNOTATIONS  

If your annotation settings are set to save automatically, your annotations will be saved every 

time you exit an image or scroll to another image. If this feature is not selected, the program will 

ask you to confirm any creation/modification of annotations on a page by page basis. However, 

you do not have to exit or scroll to save annotations.  

To save annotations while keeping the image open on the screen:  

Select Save Annotations from the Viewer menu 

OR  

Right click in the Viewer and select Save Annotations from the menu displayed. 

  

TO HIDE OR SHOW ANNOTATIONS  

When viewing images, you may want to see the full image without any annotations, however, 

you do not wish to DELETE the annotations. The Actions | Annnotations | Show Annotations 

menu provides you with the option of hiding or displaying annotations while you are viewing 

images. This option is also available by right clicking in the Viewer window. 

Show Annotations is either on or off. 

If there is a check in front of this option, the program is set to show you all annotations on an 

image.  

If you remove the check mark all annotations will be hidden.  

If you restore the check mark, all annotations will once again be visible.  

Note: Hiding annotations will hide ALL annotations, including Hyperlinks. 

  

 


